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     My name is Otto. Otto Locust.  
That‘s all you‘re going to learn about me.

    The doorbell rang. It was Philipp.  
Philipp Rabbit. He came for tea.

     »I couldn‘t sleep all night,« he explained.  
He began to tremble, and he spilt some tea.  

»A large monster is hiding under  
my bed,« he sighed. 



    »Nothing to it,« I smiled.  
»I know how to get rid of it.«    

    I waited for Philipp to finish spilling 
his tea, then I took my brown bag  

and off we went. Philipp lives  
three floors above me.



On the seventh floor lives Eddie Worm.  
Usually there are problems with him.





On the eighth floor lives  
Mrs. Deirdre Thorn Hedgehog.   
She has strange habits.  
And she really does  
hate children.

»Good morning,
Mrs. Thorn Hedgehog.« 



During her free afternoons, Philipp‘s mother  
likes to hypnotise cats. Philipp‘s father has gone  

to swim the length of the Amazon River.      







We all know there are three kinds of monsters:

GROSS, TOOTHED and FURRY.
     I was hoping that the monster under Philipp‘s bed was a GROSS one.  
The GROSS monsters are not very clever and they are mortally afraid of  
brass bands. When a gross monster is still very small, its mother keeps 

admonishing it by waving a claw at her: »If you won‘t obey,  
a brass band will come and blow you away!«



   I opened my bag, pulled  
out a small radio, pressed  

the third button, and already  
we could hear the sound  

of a loud march.



I pushed the radio under the bed. 
Philipp and I waited impatiently. But …



    … there was nothing for a long 
time. Then the radio went silent and 
all we could hear was the sound of 

munching and smacking. 

And HRRRK.  
And PFUUUT.
A tassel rolled out  

from under the bed.

     »It spat,« Philipp said, horrified.  
»It spat out a tassel!«

     But it wasn‘t a tassel,  
it was my little radio. 

Chewed up!



This monster certainly wasn‘t

a GROSS one!
Philip‘s teeth chattered.



»Don‘t worry,«  
I tried to calm  
my friend.  
»If it isn‘t a

gross
monster,  
it‘s probably a 

toothed
one.



... unless you have a raspberry  
cough syrup at hand. 

TOOTHED monsters simply can‘t 
stand it. They get sick even if they 

only see a commercial for it. 

TOOTHED monsters are  
a nuisance and won‘t  

leave you alone ...



 I took a large serving spoon  
and half a litre of raspberry  

cough syrup from my bag.  
I unscrewed the top and  

poured syrup in the spoon.  
I carefully pushed it  

under the bed.


